
Spellings and English



Spelling –tion and -sion



1)  Rule 17: Explanation

The ‘shun’ sound at the end of a word is

often spelt ‘tion’ and the ‘zhun’ sound is

usually spelt ‘sion’.

If it ends in ‘shun’, shoot the ti – on!

vision      explosion      occasion

nation      information      donation

THINK: Listen carefully to the sound at the end of each 

word.  Can you hear the two different sounds?



2) Rule 17: Examples

confusion

emotion

protection

Remember: If it ends in ‘shun’,

shoot the ti – on!

THINK:  Is the ‘tion’ or ‘sion’ spelling more 
common?

addition

condition

occasion

option

version

education





Learning Intentions

Genre – a narrative.

Grammar – different sentence types, 

inverted commas.

 Spelling – -tion and -sion



Rules for Punctuating Direct Speech

1. Place “ ” around the words which are spoken. 

2. Use a capital letter at the start of a speech sentence (even 

if it is in the middle of another sentence).

3. Before you close your inverted commas use a comma, full 

stop, question mark or exclamation mark.

4. If your reporting clause comes first (John said, / She 

whispered, / I shouted,) use a comma after the reporting 

clause and before the 66.

5. If a new person speaks, start a new line. 



For example:

He said, “This was nearly a horrendous disaster!”

Inverted commas 

around spoken 

words

Capital letter for 

start of the speech 

sentence

Closing 

punctuation before 

99

Comma after the 

reporting clause and 

before 66 



One day there came strange news. Everybody was talking about it. Round eyes, bushy mouths, 
frightened voices – everybody was talking about it. 

One of the stars of the night sky had begun to change. This star had always been a very tiny star, 
of no importance at all. It had shone up there for billions and trillions and sillions of years in the 
Constellation of Orion, that great shape of the giant hunter that strides across space on autumn 
and winter nights. In all its time this tiny star had never changed in any way. 

Now, suddenly, it began to get bigger.
Astronomers, peering through their telescopes, noticed it first. They watched it with worried 
frowns.

That tiny star was definitely getting bigger. And not just bigger. But bigger and Bigger and 
BIGger. Each night it was BIGGER. Bigger than the Dog-star, the large, coloured twinkler at the 
heel of the Hunter Orion.
Bigger than Jupiter, the great blazing planet.

Everybody could see it clearly, night after night, as it grew and Grew and GREW. They stared up 
with frightened faces. Till at last it hung there in the sky over the world, blazing down, the size of 
the moon, a deep, gloomy red. And now there could be only one explanation. That star was 
getting bigger because it was getting nearer. And nearer and NEARer and NEARER. 

It was rushing towards the world.
Faster than a bullet.
Faster than any rocket.
Faster even than a meteorite.
And if it hit the world at that speed, why, the whole world would simply be 

blasted to bits in the twinkling of an eye. It would be like an Express train hitting a bowl of 
goldfish. 

No wonder the people stared up with frightened faces. No wonder the astronomers watched it 
through their telescopes with worried frowns. 



Task:
Write a conversation between the 

villagers talking about the growing 

star

Don’t’ forget…

Inverted commas 

around spoken words

Capital letter for start 

of the speech 

sentence

Closing punctuation 

before 99

Comma after the 

reporting clause and 

before 66 



Challenge: Reporting Clause

A reporting clause can come before, after or split the direct speech. For 
example:

Varying the location of the reporting clause keeps your writing interesting 
for the reader. 

Location Sentence

Before
One eyewitness said, “Without the lanterns, it 

could have been a disaster.”

After
“Without the lanterns, it could have been a 

disaster,” one eyewitness said.

Embedded
“Without the lanterns,” one eyewitness said, “it 

could have been a disaster.”



Alternatives for said
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